Press Release
Most successful first half-year
in corporate history


Turnover revenue of CHF 10 million generated



7 systems already sold in the first half, compared to
5 systems in the entire financial year 2021



Additional «contracted business» (in CHF million)
in the mid single digit range

Stetten, Switzerland, 30 August 2022 – Exentis Group AG, provider of a proprietary
3D technology platform that enables large-scale industrial manufacturing, released its
half-year figures 2022 today.
Following a successful 2021 financial year, Exentis was able to carry over positive
momentum into the first half of this year, again presenting solid results. Overall, the
first half-year 2022 was the most successful first half in corporate history. In the first
half of 2022, 7 development and production systems have already been sold,
compared to 5 systems in the entire financial year 2021 and 3 systems in the first half
of 2021. The Exentis 3D systems were placed into the US, Germany and Japan.
Compared to the figures published in the 2021 half-year financial statements, turnover
revenue increased by 4% to approx. CHF 10 million.1 The successful business
development is also reflected earnings-wise by achieving an operating result (EBITDA)
of CHF 1.2 million. The related EBITDA margin in the first half-year came in at 12.4%.

1

When considering the new development and final assembly site in the half-year figures for 2021 in
retrospect, turnover revenue for the first half of 2022 was 26% lower than the comparative figure for the
first half of 2021.
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Because of the current high level of utilization of the Company’s final assembly
capacities, several 3D production systems on order are gradually being assembled
and will only be delivered during the next few quarters. The majority of these 3D
production systems, which have already been ordered but not yet delivered, have not
yet been considered in the current half-year turnover figures. At the time of the release
of the half-year results, this additional “contracted business” is expected to account for
future turnover revenue (in CHF million) already in the mid single digit range.
Despite the uncertainties in conjunction with the developments in Ukraine, which
cannot be predicted at this time, and the looming energy crisis in Europe, Exentis is
expecting the positive business momentum to continue in the second half of 2022. This
positive outlook is being reinforced by the fact that the Exentis 3D technology platform
is being used by 3D community members in a wide variety of different sectors.

About Exentis
As a solution provider, Exentis has a proprietary 3D technology platform that – contrary
to conventional additive manufacturing technologies – allows industrial large-scale
production. Industrialized Additive Manufacturing is universally applicable. For industrial
or cleanroom applications. With free choice of materials, such as metals, ceramics,
polymers, pharmaceutical or bio-printing products. The 3D cold printing process in use
is sustainable and conserves materials as well as resources. Highly flexible 3D
production technology combines rework-free component geometries with advantageous
cost-benefit ratios. This allows customers, the Exentis 3D Community members, to
choose between in-house manufacturing under license agreements after having
purchased Exentis 3D development and production systems, or having Exentis produce
millions of parts for them as a contract manufacturer.
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For additional information, please contact:

Benjamin del Fabro
Head of Investor Relations
+ 41 (0) 44 520 46 00
b.delfabro@exentis-group.com
www.exentis-group.com

Visit us also on YouTube under "Exentis Group".
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